
SHIPPER’S CERTIFICATION 
FOR LIVE ANIMALS

ACCF295G  EN (2023-06)

SECTION 1 – SHIPPER’S CERTIFICATION                                                                        Check the appropriate box. YES N/A

In addition to having completed all advance arrangements, is this consignment properly described and packed, in proper condition for carriage by air 
according to the current edition of the IATA Live Animals Regulations and all applicable carrier and governmental regulations, and are the animal(s) in this 
consignment in good health and condition?

If any animal in this shipment has been taken from the wild, has it been appropriately acclimatised?

If this consignment includes species as described in the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), have all 
applicable permits/certificates been provided?

If this consignment consists of cats and dogs, are they a minimum of 10 weeks old?  
(Note: If the shipment is tendered from an IPATA agent, it may contain cats and dogs between 8 and 10 weeks of age.)

If this consignment contains reptiles/amphibians, have they been examined prior to packaging and found healthy and free of any injury, diseases, parasitic 
infestation (e.g. mites, ticks or leeches etc.)?

The shipper accepts that carriers will not be liable for any loss, damage or expense arising from death due to natural causes, or death or injury of 
any animal caused by the conduct or acts of the live animal itself or of other animals, such as biting, kicking, goring or smothering, nor for that 
caused or contributed to by the conditions, nature or propensities of the animals. In no event will carrier be liable for death or injury to an animal 
attendant caused or contributed to by the condition, conduct or acts of animals.

No. of  
Packages 

Specific Container Requirement Number  
(see IATA Live Animals Regulations) 

Species  
(description and names — scientific and common) 

No. of animals  
per package

BY COMPLETING THIS FORM, THE SHIPPER HEREBY CERTIFIES THAT THEY ARE COMPLIANT WITH THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS. 
EXCEPTIONS TO THE CHECKLIST: Birds, tropical fish, rodents or any similar small animals to be sold and distributed through pet stores, live seafood and crustaceans 
for the purpose of human consumption.

Initial  
here
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SECTION 2 – SHIPPER’S RESPONSIBILITIES YES N/A

1 Are all animals being tendered permitted entry to all countries that are part of the routing? (i.e. no governmental restrictions)

2 Are all the required export, import, and/or transit health certificates, licenses or permits tendered with the shipment?

3 Are the animal container(s) in the shipment properly classified, described, marked, and labeled as per the most current edition of the IATA Live Animals 
Regulations?

4 Has a veterinary certificate been issued stating that the animal is fit to travel, and that there is no risk of birth occurring during the entire journey?  
(Note: Pregnant monkeys, nursing females with suckling young, and unweaned animals are not accepted for air transport.)

5 Has any animal being tendered given birth in the last 48 hours before the start of the journey? (Air Canada does not accept animals that have given  
birth 48 hours or less prior to the start of the journey)

6 Are the animal(s) being tendered properly prepared for transportation? (Note: See specific container requirements for further information)

7 Has the consignee been advised of the flight details in order to arrange immediate retrieval of the shipment on arrival?

8
If shipping dogs to or through the US for non-commercial (personal) purposes, are the dogs a minimum of 4 months old and have they received their 
rabies vaccination?

9
If shipping dogs to or through the US for commercial purposes, are the dogs a minimum of 6 months old and have they received all appropriate 
vaccinations (DHLPP)?

10 Does the shipper accept charges for planned/unplanned comfort stops, and overnight kenneling fees that may be required during transit?

11 Does the shipper accept responsibility to retrieve the shipment from origin in a timely fashion in case of flight cancellation or other irregular operation?

12 For pets (cats/dogs), do you authorize Air Canada to act on your behalf in case of a medical emergency and to liaise with our virtual vet service, Vetster? 
If applicable, charges will be added to your Air Waybill.
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Name & Address of Shipper Air Waybill No.

Signature Date [YYYY/MM/DD] Origin Destination

! The shipper’s failure to comply in all respects with the applicable IATA Live Animals Regulations and any other international and/or national government 
regulations may be in breach of applicable law and subject to legal penalties. 
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